
ADB ATILIM DUNNAGE BAG 

CONTAINER AIR BAG



Our company ATILIM ZİRAİ İLAÇLAMA was founded in 2000 with head office is in Istanbul 
Pendik. From our foundation until today, in line with the demands of our valued 
customers, we continue to provide 24/7 services in container fumigation and disinfection 
issues with our competent experienced personnel in every region of Turkey by keeping the 
customer satisfaction in priority. 
In addition to our services, in 2011 we began to provide services in container air bag 
production and lashing with the investments we made on freight security.
As of January 2016, we are continuing the production of airbags with our trademark ADB 
ATILIM DUNNAGE BAG. 
Our firm, which aims to make production above the international quality standards with 
the importance we attach to raw materials and quality control we use in production, is well
 proud of being preferred by the major companies of Turkey.

ABOUT US



KRAFT CONTAINER AIR BAG



KRAFT CONTAINER AIR BAG

Airbags are preferred because they are easy to apply, economical, come in many sizes  and 
thicknesses, and they have high stability. Airbags are preferred  because they are resistant to 
pressure; they are durable, flexible and protect cargo against tons of pressure until point of 
arrival. Airbags, which can be used with all kinds of products in ships, planes, trucks, railways 
and containers, are placed in spaces between goods or pallets during  loading. In this way it 
supports the merchandise, provides balance and prevents the goods from overturning.

All our Products are Recycling Applied.

Our Airbags are very easy to use and as shown in the pictures, they are easily placed 
in the headers and inflated with compressed air, and in this way your goods are 
ready for a safe long journey. 

Our Airbags, which are resistant to long journeys that may last for months, may stay 
in a constant position for a very long time and have opened a new milestone in the 
field of transportation in that they can enter every shape and form and last for a long
 time in all climatic conditions.

When it comes to transport safety, container air bag is the major equipment that makes matter.







POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG



 after the reinforcement of the polypropylene fabric by lamination after resistance 
against water and moisture is enhanced, can resist tons of pressure, absolutely 
unaffected by water and moisture, and securely reaches destination without damage
 to the cargo.
Robust, reliable and easily inflatable container airbags play a major role in 
protecting the cargo and minimizing transport damage, and are much less costly 
than other load securing methods.

When it comes to transport safety, container air bag is the major equipment that 
makes matter.
Airbags are preferred because they are easy to apply, economical, come in many sizes
 and thicknesses, and they have high stability. Airbags are preferred because they are 
resistant to pressure; they are durable, flexible and protect cargo against tons of 
pressure until point of arrival. 
Airbags, which can be used with all kinds of products in ships, planes, trucks, railways 
and containers, are placed in spaces between goods or pallets during loading. In this 
way it supports the merchandise, provides balance and prevents the goods from 
overturning.
All our Products are Recycling Applied.

The polypropylene container airbags that we produce from a special fabric obtained

POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG





KRAFT and POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG



KRAFT and POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG



KRAFT and POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG



KRAFT and POLYPROPYLENE CONTAINER AIR BAG MEASURES






